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Data recorded by the SMART 1 array in Taiwan are used to make the first direct
measurements of two-dimensional earthquake rupture propagation. Using frequencywavenumbertechniquesand ray theory, we obtain estimatesof the spatial extent, duration,
and directions of rupture propagation during two earthquakes located offshore Taiwan.
Our estimates include uncertainties due to errors in fault plane location and orientation,

velocitystructure,and slowness
(ray parameter)measuredat the array. We find that the
January 29, 1981, M L -- 6.3 Taiwan earthquakeruptured unilaterally updip and toward
the west on a 60ø dipping, 109ø striking reversefault. Using P waves,we find its fault

length and durationto be 25 + 18 km and 7.4 + 3.4 s, respectively.•qwavesindicatea
fault length and duration of 27 + 15 km and 9.4 :k 3.6 s, respectively. We suggestthat the

November14, 1986,M L = 7.0Hualien,Taiwanearthquake
wastriggeredby a shallow(h m
14 kin) foreshock
M L ----5.4 whichoccurredon a subparallelor splayfault approximately
5 s before the mainshock. Based on P waves, rupture propagation during the foreshock
is unilateral towards the northeast and slightly downdip on a 58ø dipping, 38ø striking
reverse fault. Its spatial extent and duration are approximately 23 km and 5.4 s. The

mainshockinitiated at greaterdepth (h m 34 kin) than the foreshockwith its primary
direction of rupture unilateral toward the northeast and slightly updip on a 57ø dipping,
43ø striking reversefault. Using P waves,we found a spatial extent and duration of 68
+ 15 km and 12.4 + 2.2 s. •q waves indicate a similar extent, duration, and direction
of propagation for the mainshock. However, we found it difficult to distinguish the
foreshockand mainshock •qwaves. We show, by example, that these results represent an

improvementoverwhat can be obtainedusinglong-period(T > 5 s) teleseismicmethods.
Comparison of our results with those obtained using teleseismic data suggestseither a
short duration slip-time function or that most slip occurs near the rupture front. Our
results indicate that much of the complexity in the seismograms recorded during these
events, by the SMART 1 array, is due to spatial and temporal variations of the source.
This suggeststhat, at least in somecases,predictions of both the phase and amplitude of
strong ground motion, as a function of time, would require a priori knowledge of source

properties.Finally,we recommend
sitingsmall(m 10 station)densearrayson land above
offshore subduction zones, which are considered seismic gaps, because they can provide
more detailed measurements of rupture propagation than is presently possible.

INTRODUCTION

be useful for the prediction of strong ground motion
and for studies involving earthquake prediction.
In this paper we use array analysis methods
Until recently, most measurements of earthquake
developedin an accompanying
paper [Goldsteinand source properties have been limited to teleseismic
ArchuIeta,this issue;hereafterPaper 1] to measure studies where spatial and temporal resolution are

two-dimensional,time-dependent,earthquakerupture

limited [e.g., Gutenberg,1955; Ben-Menahemand

properties.
Unlike most previous measurements
Toksoz, 1962; Press etal.,
of rupture propagation, we include estimates of

1961; Benloft etal.,

1961; Kikuchi and Fukao, 1985], forward modeling
errors which take into account the uncertainties in
wheresolutionsmay be highlynonunique[e.g.,Hartzell
our models of velocity structure and fault plane and Helmberger,1982; Archuleta,1984], and inverse

parameters as well as limitations

of the data.

Such

measurements are important because they provide

guidelinesfor differentiating between plausible and
unrealisticearthquakesource•nodels.They may also

modeling where a final model may be sensitive to
the initial starting model and trade-offs exist between

modelvarianceand spatialresolution[e.g., Olsonand
Apsel, 1982; Hartzell and Heaton, 1983; Olson and

Anderson,1988;and Berozaand $pudich,1988].

Copyright1991by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.

An alternative approach is to measure timedependent changes in signal properties of an earthquake, at a dense array, and relate these changes to the
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earthquake 's rupture properties. An important advantage of such measurements is that there is limited risk
of relating a peak in one seismogramwith an unrelated
peak in another. Such measurementsare not restricted
to long periods and are referred to as direct measurements, because they do not require assumptions about
the spatial extent of the sourceor its rupture time history and they make a direct correspondence between
changes in signal properties and the spario-temporal

data and our knowledge of the velocity structure and
sourceparameters. We also study rupture propagation
during the November 14, 1986, ML = 7.0 Hualien,
Taiwan earthquake and its foreshock ML = 5.4. We
compare our results to those obtained by Hwang and

Kanamori [1989], who used the method of Kikuchi
and Fukao [1985], to show that our approachhas
betterresolutionthan long-period(T • I s) teleseismic
methods. Based on a comparison of the long-period,

evolutionof the source.For example,Niazi [1982]used teleseismic and high-frequency, strong ground motion
temporal changesin horizontal component particle mo- estimates of duration, we suggestthat most of the slip
tions recorded at the E1 Centro differential array to ob- is of short duration in comparison to that which would
serve northwestward rupture propagation, with rupture be expectedfrom sourcesizescalingrelations(e.g., T.

manuscript,1990).
velocityrangingbetween2.0 and 3.0 km/s, duringthe H. Heaton,unpublished
1979 Imperial Valley earthquake. $puclich and Cran-

swick[1984]usedtemporalchanges
in horizontalphase
velocity observed at the E1 Centro differential array to

THE

SMART

1 ARRAY

Data usedin this study were recorded by the SMART

estimatethis event'sdirection(northwestward)
andve- I strongmotionarray in Taiwan[Bolt et al., 1982b].
locity (variable,•2.8 km/s, and brieflysupershear)
of Abrahamson
et al. [1987]providean excellentreview

rupture propagation. Unfortunately, in both of these of the engineering research that has been done using
studies it was necessary to assume a constant source
data from this array, as well as, its instrumentation,
depth (an assumption
that canlead to inaccurateesti- site geology, and the regional seismicity and tectonics.
matesof rupturevelocities)andthat a singlesignalwas Here we give a brief description of the SMART I array
being observedduring eachmeasurement
interval (an which is located in the northeastern corner of Taiwan,
unlikely occurencein the near sourceregion of an earth- near the town of Lotung, north of the convergenceof
quake). We solvetheseproblemsby usingfrequency- the Philippine Sea and Eurasian plates. This digital,
wavenumber techniques with two-dimensional arrays,
strong motion array consists of 36 accelerometers in
because they are not restricted to the observation of
three concentric rings, two stations to the south of
a single signal and provide more precise estimates of a
the main array, and one central station (see Figure
signal's direction of arrival than polarization methods

1). Thethreemainrings,calledinner(I), middle(M),

[e.g.,Harris, 1990].

and outer (O), haveradii of 200 m, I km, and 2 km,
In this paper we use the techniques described in
respectively. The stationsto the south of the main
Paper I and data recorded by the SMART I array
array (E01 and E02) are located2.8 and 4.8 km from

in Taiwan to determine rupture properties of two
earthquakes located offshore northeastern Taiwan. We
begin by studying the January 29, 1981, ML -6.3 Taiwan earthquake. Previous attempts to study
rupture propagation during this event, using data
recorded at the SMART I array, have met with limited

success.ExamplesincludeBolt et al. [1982a],who
tried to estimate this event's direction of propagation
using time dependent, signal azimuths but obtained
inconsistent

results

from

P and $ waves.

25

N

24

N

Abrahamson

[1985]alsousedtime dependent,signalazimuthsbut
had to assume a rupture direction to estimate this
event's speed of rupture propagation and only estimated
it during the first few seconds of the $ waves. In

a related study, Darragh [1987]observedchangesin
source azimuth that were in the opposite direction

to that obtainedby Abrahamson
[1985]but did not
attempt to estimate this event's rupture properties.

11-14-86

Goldstein[1988]obtainedfairly consistentP and $
wave estimates of this event's direction of propagation
I
but noted that his estimates of fault length were too
I
122
E
large. We improve upon these studies by obtaining
121 E
consistentP and $ wave estimatesof this event'sspatial
Fig. 1. Locations and focal mechanismsof the January
extent, duration, and direction of rupture propagation 29, 1981, and November 14, 1986, Taiwan earthquakes.The
that

include

uncertainties

due

to

limitations

of the

SMART 1 array is shown as an inset.
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Goldstein[1988],we usedthesepulsesas our reference
pulsesfor seismogramalignment and estimated their
azimuths and angles of incidenceusing a least squares,
plane wave fit to their time delays. Azimuths of the
P and S wave pulses were 118-•- 6ø and 112 -•- 6ø,
respectively. In contrast, the expected sourceazimuth
is around 150ø suggesting strong lateral refractions or
inaccurate hypocentral locations. Our analysissuggests
a combination

Ryu Kyu Arc
Luzon Arc

2

of both.

We used MUSIC with seismogram alignment, sub-

array spatial averaging, and slownessstacking to calculate frequency-slownessspectra during consecutive,
1.28 s long, 0.5 s overlapping windows beginning at

Fig. 2. Lithosphericstructurein the vicinityof Taiwan[after
2.0 s into the record at station cOO for P waves and
Angellet,1986].

7.0 s for S waves(Figure 3). We continuedprocessing
the central station.

All the stations in the array are

sited in an alluvial valley except for E02 which resides
on a slate outcrop. Fortuitously, the array containssix

linear, equallyspacedsubarrays(Figure 1) which are
necessaryfor subarray spatial averaging.
Since its installation in 1980, the SMART 1 array has
recorded more than 50 shallow to intermediate depth
earthquakeswith local magnitudesgreater than 4.0 and

the data during successivewindows until there was no
evidence of arrivals with slownessescorresponding to
body waves from the sourceregion. We used vertical
componentsto study the P waves and both horizontals to study the S waves. The cross-spectralmatrix
was averagedover submatricescorrespondingto linear,
equally spacedsubarraysusing subarray spatial averaging. Frequency-slownessspectra were slowness-stacked
over ten frequenciesfrom 2.0 to 10.0 Hz. Eight P wave
and four S wave frequency-slownessspectra had peak
amplitudesmore than I dB abovethe backgroundlevel

epicentraldistanceslessthan 100 km. This high rate
of seismicityis a consequence
of the complex tectonics
of the regionsurroundingTaiwan (Figure 2) and has (dbab), definedto be two standarddeviationsabove
provided us with an excellent data set for studying the meanpowerspectrallevel(Figure4). To avoidbias
rupture propagation during earthquakes.
in our estimates of the mean and standard deviation
of the power spectral level, due to signal peaks, we recomputed the mean and standard deviation five times.
The January29, 1981(Mz.=6.3) Taiwanearthquake Each time we removed points more than two standard
JANUARY 29, 1981, TAIWAN EARTHQUAKE

has receivedconsiderable
attention[seeAbrahamson
deviations
abovethe previous
estimate's
mean.Based
et al., 1987for references]
because
it wasthe only onsimulations
andexperience
withdata,wefoundthat
earthquakewhich producedlarge accelerations
(• thisprocedure
usuallyremoves
mostbut not all of the

0.25 g) and triggeredall the instruments
of the signal's
contribution
to themeanandstandard
aleviaSMART I arrayduringits first 5 yearsof operation.tion. However,if no signalis presentthis procedure
Our preferredhypocentral
location,discussed
later, will slightlyunderestimate
the meanandstandarddeis 24.49øN,121.88øE,h-38 km (from the bulletin viation,emphasizing
smallspurious
peaks.We avoid
of the International SeismologicalCenter (ISC) in confusing these peaks with signals by restricting our
Newbury,England). Abrahamson[1985]determined analysis to spectra with peaks more than I dB above
this

event's

focal

mechanism

and

noted

that

the

aftershock distribution suggested unilateral rupture
towards the west on a fault plane with s•rike 109 •- 8ø,
dip 61 •- 5ø, and rake 64 •- 4ø.
Vertical and north-south component accelerations
from five stations forming an approximately linear,
equally spaced, subarray running from north to south
are shown in Figure 3. Vertical traces have been lowpass filtered at 5 Hz so that waveform correlations
are visible. Although a number of pulses can be
followed by eye from trace to trace, it is usually difficult
to estimate arrival times of specific pulses at all the
stations in the array becauseof interferencefrom other
arrivals. Exceptions are the early arriving P wave
pulse and the large broad S wave pulse observed at

the background level.

Our velocity model (Figure 5) consistsof a set
of gradients over a halfspace. Surface velocities are

constrainedby the results of Wen and Yeh [1984],
who performed a refraction survey to determine the
velocity structure directly beneath the SMART i array.
From about I to 10 km we approximate the model

obtainedby Roeckeret al. [1987],who simultaneously
inverted

P and

S wave

travel

times

of more

than

1200

Taiwan earthquakes for their hypocentral locations and
the velocity structure beneath Taiwan. Below 10 km
we approximate the model obtained by Hagen et al.

[1988],who usedtrial and error forwardmodelingof

refraction data from three, ocean bottom seismometers
to determine the velocity structure offshore eastern
around 3.5 and 8.5 s on the vertical and horizontal
Taiwan. We assumed a constant P to S wave velocity
components, respectively, of station cO0. Following ratio of 1.78 to determine the $ wave velocity structure.
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Fig.4. Pwave
frequency-slowness
spectra
from
successive
spectrum;
dbab
indicates
theheight
ofthepeak
indecibels
windows
oftheJanuary
29,1981,
Taiwan
earthquake.
The above
ourbaseline,
defined
astwostandard
deviations
above
centertimeof eachwindowis indicated
at the top of each that plotsaverage
powerspectral
level.

%•edetermine
timevarying,
source
locations
by thefaultplanein Figures
7 and8,respectively.
Small

projecting
ourfrequency-slowness
spectra
down
ontodifferences
inP andSwave
hypocentral
locations
are

a faultplane
(Figure
6). Ourpreferred
hypocentral
theresult
ofaveraging
over
arange
ofplausible
fault

location
andfaultplane
parameters
arelisted
above.andvelocity
models.
Theapproximate
timeat which
Before
projecting
ourspectra
down
onto
thefault,we each
source's
signal
isobserved
at thearray,
relative
shifted
all the P andS waveslownesses
sothat the to thestarttimeof theseismogram,
is shown
at the

earliest
arriving
P andS waves
werecoming
froma topofeach
plot.BothP andSwave
source
locations
common
hypocenter
inthepreferred
model.
Although
andrupture
timesclearly
indicate
a progression
from
thiswasnotessential
to ouranalysis,
it madeit muchthedowndip
southeastern
endofthefaulttowardthe
easier
to compare
P andSwaveresults.
P andSwaveupdipnorthwestern
endofthefault.
source
locations,
including
errorbarsandlabeled
by Potential
sources
forerrors
in oursource
locations

rupture
times,
areshown
asasequence
ofsnapshots
of andrupture
times
include
uncertainties
inhypocentral
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indicate our systematicallyfast and slow models. The
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We estimate the size of these errors

by combiningerrors due to uncertaintiesin slowness
source parameters and velocity structures. Models
that gaveunrealisticrupture properties,suchas, fault
length and duration muchlarger or smallerthan would
be expectedfor an earthquake of this magnitude, or

• T=
4.1
EWT=
6.1
E
© 20
6.7

•

location, focal mechanism, velocity structure, and

with errors estimated from models with a range of

•1•1

•

•

dashed lines indicate models which started out too slow and
then were too fast, and vice versa.

slowness estimates.

,I
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• T•4%6
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6.6
E
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Distance Along Strike (km)
Fig. 7. Snapshotsof the January 29, 1981, Taiwan
earthquake'sfault planeindicatingP wavesourcelocations,
including error bars and labeled by rupture times.
Uncertainties in rupture times are roughly 3.5 s. Each
snapshotcorresponds
to a 1.28-s-longtime windowat the
array.The centertime of eachwindowis givenat the top of
each snapshot.

inconsistent P and •qwave estimates for the directions of

rupture propagation, were not usedto estimate errors.
We began by varying the hypocentral location
because there are large variations in those reported
by different organizations to the ISC. We prefer the

Fig.6. Schematic
illustration
oftheeffect
ofuncertainties
location
obtained
by theISCbecause
it is theonly
in slowness
on our sourcelocations.A coneof raysdefined one which gaverealistic rupture properties. We added

by uncertainties
in slowness
spreads
outasit propagates
smallperturbations
(•4 km) to the ISC locationand
through the velocity structure. The intersectionof this cone

withthefaultis anellipse
indicating
theuncertainty
in foundthat source
locations
andrupturetimeswere
location.

most sensitive to perturbations in the direction of the
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deviationsin slownessto be about 0.004 s/km. This
uncertainty in slowness defines a cone of rays whose
intersection with the fault plane indicates a range

20

of possiblesourcelocations(Figure 6).

40

6
0

W

T=

8,6

E

and 3.4 s for P waves
Our

•

20

40,

o_•:•-

_

6O

•:

0w

(D 20

T= 9.1

E
ß

'

P

and

S wave

and 15 km and 3.6 s for S waves.
source

locations

were

used

to

make separate estimates of the spatial extent, duration,
and directions of rupture propagation. P wave source
locations and rupture times indicate a fault length and
duration of 25 -+-18 km and 7.4-+- 3.4 s, respectively.
S wave locations and rupture times indicate a fault
length and duration of 27-+-15 km and 9.4-+-3.6 s,
respectively. Both P and S wave locations indicate that
rupture progressed unilaterally updip and toward the
west. Rupture velocities are very poorly constrained.
Additional discussion of these results is presented in a
later

_•

We found

that the deeper more distant sourceshave the largest
uncertainties, approximately 15 kin, because the cone of
rays spreads out as it travels down through the Earth.
As a first approximation, we assume model errors and
slownesserrors are independent and estimate the total
error in location and rupture time to be roughly 18 km

section.

40

NOVEMBER 14, 1986, TAIWAN EARTHQUAKE

60 I J J J

The November 14, 1986 (ML =

0• , I T=
, i9.6
, I ,E
2O

event, there are wide variations(greaterthan 30 km)

4O

6o11
-20-10

7.0) Hualien,

Taiwan earthquake is the largest event recorded by
the SMART I array. This event was responsible for
considerable damage and injury in northern Taiwan,
and was felt throughout Taiwan and many of the
surrounding islands. As we observed with the previous

0

I,

10

between reported hypocentral locations. We prefer the
location given by the Nationa,1Earthquake Information
2.0

Center(NEIC), Boulder,Colorado,becausethey were

the only organization to note the small foreshock,
consistent with our observations, about 5 s before the
Along Strike (km)
mainshock. Their origin times and locations are also
Fig. 8. Snapshotsof the January 29, 1981, Taiwan more consistentwith ours than those obtained by other
earthquake'sfault planeindicating$ wavesourcelocations,
(Regionalcatalogueof earthquakes,
ISC).
including error bars and labeled by rupture times. organizations
Uncertaintiesin rupture times are roughly 3.5 s. SeeFigure Our preferred hypocentral parameters for the foreshock
7.
and the mainshock are 23.9øN, 121.7øE, h=14.0 km
and 23.901øN, 121.575øE, h=34 km, respectively. The
fault normal. In fact, perturbations greater than 2 above depth for the foreshock is a guess based on
km toward the southwestproducedunrealistic rupture our projected source locations and the location of the
properties. We varied the strike and dip by •-5ø mainshock obtained by the local network which we
and i10 ø and found that variations were moderate

to small exceptwhen the strike was reducedby 10ø
or the dip was increased. We also tried using the
fault plane conjugateto our preferredsolutionand
found that it gaveunrealisticrupture properties. We

suspectis closer to the foreshocklocation. Using
teleseismicP waves, NEIC obtained a mainshockfault

planesolution(NP1)with strike(•b)- 38ø, dip (5)
- 58ø, and rake (A) - 85ø or (NP2) with •b- 227ø,

modeled uncertainties in velocity structure using the

5 = 32ø, and A -98 ø (Figure 1). Chen and Wang
[1988]notedthat data from the TaiwanTelemetered

velocity models shown in Figure 5 and found that

Seismic Network show two impulsive P waves with

localized variations in the velocity structure were

the same polarities on all the stations and inferred a

insignificant.However,systematically
mismodeling
the
velocity structure did producesignificantvariations,
especiallyfor deeper sources. Using the formula
developedin Paper 1, we estimated two standard

similar focal mechanism for both the foreshock and

the mainshock. They also studied aftershocks and
focal mechanismsduring the two weeks following this
event and found that they support the NP1 fault plane
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which is consistent with the compressional tectonics
and geology of this area. To test this choice, we tried
using the conjugate fault and found plausible but less
realistic results than those obtained using NP1. Using
Love and Rayleigh waves recorded at stations in the
Global Digital Seismic Network, Hwang and Kanamori

FREQUENCY-WAVENUMBER,
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a sequenceof snapshotsof the fault plane in Figures
10 and 11. P wave source locations and rupture

timesof the foreshock(Figure 10) indicateunilateral
rupture propagation from the southwest toward the
northeast and downdip.
P wave source locations

and rupture timesfor mainshock(Figure 11) indicate
[1989]claim "a morerobustdeterminationof the focal rupture propagation slightly updip and towards the
mechanism"is strike (•b) = 43ø, dip (5) = 57ø, and northeast. $ wave, source locations and rupture
rake ()•) = 100ø. We usethis solutionto describethe times are in good agreementwith mainshock,P wave
mainshock fault plane and the first motion solution to

results.

describe

clear distinction

the foreshock.

Vertical and horizontal componentseismogramsfrom
a linear subarray trending from north to south are
shown in Figure 9. Vertical components have been lowpassed filtered at 5 Hz so that waveform correlations
are visible. As we found with the previous event,
there are a number of pulses that can be correlated
by eye but cannot be used as a reference pulse because
of interference. Fortunately, the P wave pulse which
arrives around 5.5 s into the record at cO0was clearly
visible at all the stations in the array. Based on its
timing and the sudden changein signal amplitudes this
pulse appears to be the first arrival from the mainshock.
We used this pulse's time delays between stations to
align our P waves. The best least squares,plane wave
fit to these time delays gave an azimuth of 183-½2ø. The
difference between our azimuth

estimate

Unfortunately, we were unable to make a

We estimatederrorsin sourcelocationsand rupture
times by combining errors based on uncertainties in
slownesswith errors based on perturbations to our

velocity structure (Figure 5), preferredhypocentral
locations(Ax _<5 km), andfault planesolutions
and A5 < 10ø). Basedon two standarddeviations
in slownessand results from our range of source
parameters, errors in P wave source locations and
rupture times are 15 km and 2.2 s.

P wave sourcelocationsand rupture times indicate a
foreshockfault length and duration of 23 -½ 12 km and
5.4 -½ 2.2 s. The mainshockfault length and duration
are 68 -½ 15 km and 12.4 -½ 2.2 s. Again, rupture
velocities are poorly constrained.

and that of our

preferredhypocentrallocation(192ø) is in a direction
consistent with the difference

between the foreshock and mainshock

S waves.

DISCUSSION

found for the other events

we studied. We tried to align our S wavesusingsomeof
the larger pulsesthat arrive during the S wave window
but found many stations with problematic interference
effects. Instead, we computed S wave time delays in
terms of P wave time delays assuminga constant P to
S wave velocity ratio of 1.78.
We computedfrequency-slowness
spectrafor consecutive, overlappingP and S wave windowsbeginingat
2.0 and 10.0 s, respectively. Each window was 1.28 s
long with 0.5 s offset from the start of one window to

In previous sections we described direct measure-

ments of two-dimensionalrupture propagationduring
earthquakes.Here, we compareour resultswith previous observations

and discuss them in terms of current

hypotheses regarding earthquake sources. We also discuss advantages and ]imitations of our approach.
We begin by comparing our results for the November
14, 1986, Hualien, Taiwan earthquake with those

obtainedby Hwang and Kanamor{[1989],who used
long-period, te]eseismic P waves, and the method of

the start of the next (Figure9). P and S wavespectra Kikuchi and Fukao [1985]. We note that the longwere calculatedusingverticalsand horizontals,respectively. We smoothedcrossspectralmatricesusingsubarray spatial averagingand six, linear, equally spaced
subarrays(Figure1). We slowness
stackedour spectra
over five frequenciesranging between 2.0 and 6.0 Hz.
Twenty P and 18 S wavespectrahad significantsignalto-noiseratios(dbab> 1.0) andwereusedto determine

period, teleseismic source-time function obtained by

Hwangand Kanamori(Figure12) suggests
that most
of the moment re]ease occurred in approximately 15
s. This is in excellent agreement with the duration

we observed(•12.5 s, Figure 11) and suggests
that
the duration of most of the slip was short. This
]ends some support to the recent suggestion by

time dependent source locations.

T. H. Heaton (unpublishedmanuscript,1990) that
Time dependentsourcelocationswere obtainedby earthquakes propagate as short duration pulses of
The small pulses that occur later in their
projectingfrequency-slowness
spectraonto a fault plane slip.

in the velocitystructuredescribed
earlier(Figure5). te]eseismicsource-time function might correspondto a
We found foreshocklocationsand rupture times using small amount of additional slip. However, based on
P wave spectra of time windows before the sudden

the periodic appearance of the te]eseismic source-time

changein P wave amplitudes approximately5.5 s into function it seems more likely that they are multiples
the record of station cO0. The remaining P wave unaccounted for by the velocity mode].
spectra were projectedonto the mainshockfault plane.
In contrast to the duration, there are notable dif-

Foreshockand mainshocksourcelocations,including ferencesin the te]eseismicand strong motion estimates
error bars and labeled by rupture times, are shown as

of spatiM extent and directions of propagation. We oh-
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oSW, T= 2.6

NE

'

or asperities than the teleseismicstudy of Hwang
and Kanamori. In particular, we have resolved the
foreshock as well as the mainshock direction and extent

6o , I , I , I , I ,

oSW, T= $.6

I ' I•?•' I

NE

of propagationwithout constrainingthe spatial extent
of faultingor the velocityof propagation.Furthermore,
we obtained consistentresults using $ waves and our
resultsinclude estimatesof uncertainties. Hwang and
Kanamori

2O

did obtain additional

locations but found

that only the first five were insensitive to the model

40

parameters
(L.J.Hwang,privatecommunication,
1990).

6o,1,1,1,1

oSW, T= 3.1

NE

I• is interesting to compare our observation of
rupture propagationwith current hypothesesthat relate

40

directionsof propagationto seismicityand depth. For
example,our findingthat rupture propagatedfrom the
hypocenter
of the January29, 1981,Taiwanearthquake

60 ,I,1,1,1,

obtained by AbraAarnsor,
[1985] is consistentwith

20

c'

have obtained better resolution of this event's subevents

'

toward the main concentration of aftershock locations

oSW[ T= 4.1

NE

20 J' J•' J']
¸

many previous observations that aftershocks tend to

concentrate in regions where the rupture terminates

[e.g.,Ber,ioff, 1955;Mendozaand Hartzell,1988].
However,seismicityfollowingthe November14, 1986,

c
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over a distance of about 70 km. The teleseismic esti-

oSW,

T-- 8.6

NE

mates suggestbilateral propagationalong a more vertical trend and an extentof approximately40 km. One

2.0

might arguethat the differences
indicatethat the longperiod and high-frequencywavesare generatedat differentplacesandtimes.Whilethismaybe truein part,
it wouldrequirea rather complicatedspatialvariation
of the slip-timefunction.A moreplausibleexplanation

6 'ol , I , I , I ,

is that differences are due to uncertainties in both the

I
T=

I ' I ' I '• '

o•

serveprimarily unilateral progressionof the sourcefrom

I

½5.2

oSW•

Figure 7.

the southwest
towardsthe northeastandslightlyupdip

•
4O

Fig. 10. Snapshotsof the November14, 1986, Hualien,
Taiwanearthquake's
foreshock
fault planeindicatingP wave
sourcelocations,includingerrorbarsandlabeledby rupture
times.Uncertaintiesin rupture times are roughly2.0 s. See

'
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teleseismicand strongmotion results.

Fig. 11. Snapshotsof the November14, 1986, Hualien,
Taiwan earthquake'smainshockfault plane indicating P

andrupturetimes(Figures10,11,and12),weclaimto

2.0 s. See Figure 7.

wave sourcelocations,including error bars and labeled by
Basedon the numberof sources,
their separations,rupture
times. Uncertainties in rupture times are roughly
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variations in the source. (2) Hypocentersof
M=2.29
x1026dyne-crn/secby
events offshore northeastern Taiwan can be determined
o

more accurately using first motion global network

data becausethey are outsidethe local network. (3)
Systematicdifferencesin azimuth betweenour P and S
wave arrivals suggestsignificant lateral heterogeneity
0

15

30

45

between

60 sec

the sources we studied

and the SMART

1

array. Harris [19901has observedsimilarmagnitude
refractions in regional phasesrecorded on a densearray

deployedin Kansas. We alsonote that the November
14, 1986, mainshockappears to have been triggered
by a foreshockon an adjacent fault. Our preferred

8.2

o

10

e

20

•

30

locations and orientations of these faults suggestthat
the foreshock occurred on a subparallel or splay fault
which joins the mainshock fault plane near the end of

S

-4O

-20

0

2O

4O

N

Distancealong Strike (krn)
Fig. 12. Teleseismicestimate of the source-time function and
the spatial distribution and timing of moment release during
the November 14, 1986, Hualien, Taiwan mainshock. The
radius of each circle is proportional to the estimated point
source

seismic

moment.

Uncertainties

in source

locations

its rupture zone.
In the previous discussion we argued that our
approach provides more detailed observations of
rupture propagation than can be obtained using
teleseismic methods. We would also like to emphasize
that, in contrast to most teleseismic and nearsource methods, our approach does not require any
assumptions about the spatial and temporal evolution
of the source. In spite of these advantages, we are
still disappointed by the size of the uncertainties in

our sourcelocationsandrupturetimes(m 15 km and 3
s). The primary causesof theselargeuncertaintiesare

and distances of these faults relative
and rupture times were not computed[after Hwang and the orientations
Kanamori,1989].
to the array, and the large uncertainties in source
parameters and velocity structure. The 1986 event's

event
isspread
throughout
thesource
volume
[Chen
faultplane
dipsaway
fromthearrayat a distance
of
andWang,
1988]
andshows
littlecorrelation
withapproximately
80km,while
the1981
event
isoriented
therupture
boundaries.
Thelatterresult
maybea nearly
edge-on
tothearray.Simulations
indicate
that
consequence
of a morecomplicated
redistribution
of anarray
sited
above
thecentral
partofthehanging
wall
stress
aftermultiple
events
ondifferent
faultplanes.
would
bemuch
less
sensitive
touncertainties
insource
Wealsonotethatthe1981event
propagated
updip,parameters
andvelocity
structure
andcould
provide
while
the1986
mainshock's
direction
ofpropagation
is much
moreprecise
estimates
ofsource
locations
and
primarily
along
strike.In contrast,
theforeshock
of rupture
times,
even
if afairlysmall
number
ofstations

the1986
event
(Mb= 5.4)appears
tohave
propagated
(• 10)were
used.
Based
onoursimulations
and
results,
downdip.
These
observations
areinslight
disagreement
we
suggest
that
small
dense
arrays
(m
10
stations)
sited
on land above subduction zones could provide more

with the hypothesis
that mostlargeearthquakes
(ML >
detailed observations of rupture propagation during
5.5) nucleateat depth and propagateupward[e.g.,

Kelleher
et al.,1973;Sibson,
1982;
DasandScholz,
large
subduction
zone
earthquakes
thanhaspreviously

1983].
been
possible.
Logical
sites
include
seismic
gaps
near
Wealsonotethatouranalysis
hasrelated
muchEcuador
andintheAleutian
Islands
[e.g.,
KeIIeher
et
of thecomplexity
in thestrong
ground
motion
al.,1973;
Nishenko
andJacob,
1990].
seismogramsto spatial and temporal variations in the

source.
Thissuggests
thatdetailed
predictions
ofstrong

CONCLUSIONS

groundmotion(predictions
that includebothphaseand
amplitudeinformationas a functionof time)will, in
We have presentedthe first direct measurements
general,requirea priori estimatesof rupture properties of two-dimensional rupture propagation.
Our

such as spatial variability of slip and rupture velocity.
However,we have not related the observedvariations
in signal strength to strike or dip-slip amplitude and
considerit an area for future work.

measurements include errors which account for
uncertaintiesin hypocentrallocation,fault plane strike
and dip, velocity structure, and slownessestimates.
By comparinglong-period and high-frequencyestimates

Additional observationsinclude (1) there are of duration, we have arguedthat slip duration was
numerous pulses in the strong ground motion short during the November14, 1986, Hualien, Taiwan
seismograms,which are highly correlated acrossthe earthquake.Finally, we arguethat a densearray would
SMART I array, and appear to have been generated be particularly usefulfor studyingrupture propertiesof
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subduction
zoneearthquakes
andsuggest
that small(•

FREQUENCY-WAVENUMBER,

2

propagation
duringearthquakes
usinga densearray:

10station)
dense
arrays
besited
onshore
above
seismic
theory
andmethods,
J.Geophys.
Res.,
thisissue.
Gutenberg, B., Magnitude determination for larger Kern

gapswhichareconsidered
likelyto rupturein thenear Countyshocks,
1952;Effects
of stationazimuth
and

future.

calculation methods, Calif. Div. Mines Bull., 171, 171175, 1955.
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